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1 - Won't say i'm in love

Zim was walking in the park thinking about his past relationship with his SIR unit.Now that Gir was out of
the way he could think about his feeling that he just devloped over the Dib.Zim sat himself down at a
water fountain.

"Do I love Dib?No!Of course not!"Zim shouted to no one in particular.

Gia,Mya,and Gir were listening and decided to help Zim out with his problem.They all jumped up and
startled Zim.

"Listen Zim!You know what you should do.Sing.Singing always helps us"Gir said.

Zim thought for a moment.

"Alright i'll do it.But how do I start?"Zim asked.

"Start where the problem started"Mya said.

"If there's a prize for rotten judgement,
I guess i've already won that.
No man is worth the aggravation!
That's ancient history--
Been there,done that"Zim sang standing up.

Gia,Mya,and Gir looked at eachother.It was time for some convincing.Gia and Mya stood up with Gir on
top of them.

"Who's ya think you're kiddin'
He's the Earth and Heaven to you.
Try to keep it hidden,
Baby,we can see right through ya"They sang.

"Ohh no"Zim sang also.

"Boy,ya can't conceal it
We know how ya feel and who
You're thinkin' of"They sang.

Zim walked off singing.

"No chance,no way,
I won't say it no,no"Zim sang going over a pond on his spider legs.



"You swoon,you sigh
Why deny it,uh oh"Mya,Gir,and Gia sang following him.

"It's too cliche
I won't say I'm in love"Zim sang sitting in the branches of an oak.

Mya and Gia rolled their eyes and Gir sat next to Zim.

"I thought my heart had learned it's lesson,
It feels so good when you start out"Zim sang looking away sadly.

Gir looked at him thoughtfully as he felt guilt rise up.

"My head is screaming get a grip,Boy
Unless you're dieing to cry your heart out
Ohhh"Zim sang jumping to the ground and walking slowly away.

Gia,Mya,and Gir followed singing.

"You keep on denying
Who you are and how you're feeling
Honey,we're not buying
Babe,we saw ya hit the ceiling"They sang.

"Ohh,no"Zim sang.

Gia,Mya,and Gir stopped Zim from going any farther.Mya picked a rose and gave it to Zim.

"Face it like a grown-up
When ya gonna own up that ya
Got,got,got it bad"they sang.

"Whoa!!
No chance,no way
I won't say it,no,no"Zim sang taking the rose.

"Give up,give in
Check the grin your in love"Gia,Mya,and Gir sang.

"This scene won't play,
I won't say i'm in love"Zim sang pushing past the robots and dropping the rose on the ground.

Mya picked it up.It was time for more singing.

"You're doing flips,
Read our lips,
you're in love"they sang.



Zim sat on a nearby bench.

"You're way off base,
I won't say i'm in love,
Get off my case,
I won't say it"Zim sang.

"Boy,be proud
It's okay your in love"Mya,Gia,and Gir sang,mya giving the rose to Zim.

Zim took it.

"Ohh
At least right here,
I could say i'm in,
Love"Zim sang laying himself down.

Mya,Gia,and Gir looked at him triumphantly.Gir jumped onto Zim's stomach.

"See Masta!Singing always helps"Gir said.

"Your right.Thanks Gir"Zim said and hugged the little robot.

"Awww"Mya and Gia said giggling.
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